
Current Position and Company.  Amanda’s email 

signature says Healthcare Operational Planner but 

her actual role depends on the project.  She works 

with Perkins+Will, an architecture firm, in 

Atlanta, Georgia. Current project examples 

include forecasting populations, analyzing 

necessary spaces to serve the population, and 

designing facilities to accommodate streamlined 

flow and processes. 

Passionate about Healthcare.  Amanda finds joy 

knowing that her work is directly benefiting 

patients. 

Education History. Amanda has a MS in Health 

Systems from Georgia Tech, a BS in Industrial 

Engineering from Georgia Tech, and a BS in 

Nursing from Georgia State.   

Hearing about Healthcare Industrial Engineering.  

When in college, Mary Ellen Skeens, a sorority 

sister, told Amanda about the interesting work 

that she was doing at VHA Georgia.  Amanda 

decided to try healthcare out, and after a short 

time, she knew healthcare was the right industry 

for her! 

Experience as an Intern.  Amanda interned at 

VHA’s Georgia office.  She did benchmarking and 

reporting for a group of hospitals in Georgia. 

During this experience, Amanda learned a lot.  

She had fun making reports and sharing 

operational practices amongst the hospitals to 

facilitate improvement. 

Experience in Healthcare Industry and SHS.  

Amanda has over 13 years in healthcare and she 

has been a Society for Health Systems (SHS) 

member for seven years.  Amanda started 

working in hospitals, in departments such as 

finance, revenue cycle, and service excellence. 

Then, she went to a software company to design 

software and help 

customers learn 

how to change their 

operations to get 

the most value out 

of the software. 

Before her current 

position, Amanda was working for a research 

institution and helped the military with improving 

their processes in hospitals.   

Useful Industrial Engineering Tools.  Amanda 

often turns to forecasting methods, lean tools, 

and simulations to improve healthcare.  

SHS Involvement.  Amanda has been active in the 

conference committee as reviewer, track chair, 

and conference chair.  She also serves as a 

Director on the SHS Board of Directors.  Amanda 

likes the SHS community of improvement 

professionals, networking, sharing ideas and 

discussing successes/failures. She really enjoy 

getting to see people at the annual conference 

too! 

Favorite Memory of SHS.  Amanda really enjoyed 

the 2013 Healthcare Systems Process 

Improvement Conference in New Orleans.  SHS 

celebrated their 25 year anniversary and Amanda 

served as chair of the conference!   

Georgia on Her Mind.  When not at work, 

Amanda can be found at home in Georgia or 

traveling somewhere for vacation.  She grew up 

all over Georgia and her family moved about 

every two years (for her Dad’s job).   

Other Hobbies and Involvement.  Amanda has 

volunteered at the Breast Cancer 3 Day walk in 

Atlanta for 5 years working in the medical tent 

mostly helping to care for blisters.  She is a fellow 

member of HIMSS and a senior member of IIE.  

Amanda Mewborn 

Find Amanda on 

LinkedIn here.  

http://www.linkedin.com/in/amandagmewborn

